
I 
could not hide my joy as I went

through the photographs that I

had just clicked. It was a Sunday,

and being a photography enthusiast, I

had woken up early to capture the most

beautiful moments of the day. The

wonderful Delhi morning had brought

alive the thinker in me. 

I was busy admiring the photographs

that I had just clicked, when I felt

someone nudging me. I did not realise

that the beauty of the photographs had

made a college girl sitting next to me

gape in awe. Complimenting me for my

work, she said, “Hey, beautiful work

photographer! Sorry to disturb you, but

I just couldn't resist myself from

complimenting you.” I could not hold

myself back from saying, “Thank you so

much, inspirator. I am not a

photographer, but a thinker. Call me an

artist instead, I’ll be happier!” She

simply smiled and waved me goodbye.

Probably, she did not agree with me. An

hour later when I reached home, my

cousin took away the camera and

scolded me for wasting my time clicking.

I still remember his words, “How can

you draw happiness by clicking trees

and sun? What is so special about

them?” I did not answer back as he was

an engineer, looking for purpose and

logic in everything.

The next day he was mad at me again, for

I had got the picture framed. It now

covered a wall of my room. It was the

sun rising from behind the trees. By this

time, I had begun to lose my cool. I took

a minute to regain my composure and

said, “What you call wastage of time is

my life. This picture would give me hope

when I do not have anything to look

forward to. You see those branches?

There are thousands of them there. And

you see the sun, the universal ball of fire?

It still manages to rise up against all the

obstacles in its path and shine. I want to

follow the same philosophy in my life.

So it stands here on the wall, to remind

me that I can shine brighter.” There is so

much more to a picture, you need the

soul of a thinker to realise it.G  T
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The next day he was mad
at me again, for I had got

the picture framed.
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Ingredients
Tops Cake Mix..................................1

Frosting ............................1 to 2 cups

Vanilla/chocolate/strawberry candy

coating ....................................340 gm

Baking chocolate (semi-sweet/dark/

white) ......................................340 gm

Lollipop sticks ..........................34-36

Method
� Bake the cake as per directions

given on the pack. Allow it to cool

in a pan or a wire rack.

� Line trays or baking sheets with

waxed paper, set aside.

� Remove the cake from the pan and

crumble it in a large bowl. Add

frosting to it.

� Using a small scoop, make 1 inch

big mounds of the mixture. Place

them on the trays.

� Roll the mounds into small balls

and freeze for 30 minutes.

� In a microwave safe dish, heat 28

gm of candy coating for 60 secs.

Dip one end of each lollipop stick

into the melted candy coating and

insert sticks into the balls.

� Freeze for 30-60 minutes or till

they become firm. Heat remaining

chocolate candy coating and

chopped chocolate in separate

saucepans until they melt and

become smooth.

� Dip balls into the melted chocolate

mixture. After coating is set, store

it in containers in a freezer.

Cake popsCake pops

Ecology: Study of the environment

What’s your inspiration?
Photography for some is a creative outlet for expression, but for

Tanvee Khurana, AIS MV, XII F it is a window to her heart

Nandini Mukherjee

AIS Gur 43, English Teacher

Colon or :
History: The origin of English colon can

be traced back to mid 16th century. It was

used as a term in rhetoric, denoting a

section of complex sentence, or a pause

before it.

Usage: Colon, represented as : is a mark

of punctuation. Its primary function is to

separate an introduction from what it

introduces: a list, a quotation, an

illustration or an explanation. It is often

used when the words preceding it form a

complete sentence. A colon ends the

formal opening of a business letter and

denotes a ratio. For instance, the ratio of

boys to girls in a Class is 5:3 or I have

three cousins in the US: Bela, Reema and

Ronny. It is also used while writing

dialogues in a play.

Exercise:
�Victoria Oh Grandpa! I’m so glad you

are not dead.

�Amelia Slater Hold your tongue, Vicky.

Ankita Sabharwal

Amity Law School, Centre II

Those shut eyes, resonate treason,

from each of us, demanding a reason.

Those patches of burn, reflect the

tireless pain, 

leading our way to the despaired lane.

That craving for life was killed,

with every stab, agony drilled.

Those wrinkled faces, seem sans life,

with the motionless body,

their emotions strife.

That glittering laughter, 

smirked silence, each scar,

exasperating the condemned violence.

Every breath, now a fight,

with darkness overpowering the

flickering light.

She too was us, she too wanted to fly,

but her wings were cut,

the desire forced to die.

Those inhuman souls, 

still on earth, they should be killed, 

preceding their birth.

They soar no guilt, they soar no shame,

content they seem, 

with the disguised fame.

For that valiant one, I wish to say,

in the angelic hands, as you lay.

Come back again and we shall win,

because being a girl, is not a sin.

Oh daughter! Today, these walls echo

the accustomed wait,

cursing each day, the contradicting fate.

This mirror, tired of a single reflection,

smiling at the vacuum, filled in a life

moulded to perfection.

These rooms constitute a building, 

not a home, time flies, 

staring at the motionless dome.

Ignorance overshadowed my heart,

separating us, miles apart.

Sinned in my conscience, I ought to

convey, a feeling of guilt leads

my way to a sense of dismay.G  T

Tanvi Nigam

Amity Law School, Centre II

Burning the midnight oil,

he equips himself with the brief,

speculative and thoughtful

of meeting expectations,

seeking relief for his client. 

At the crack of dawn he is up,

adorning the black and white. 

Sets out for court,

combative for the upcoming

day's stride. 

The gates opened ajar,

for the hustle-bustle,

pacing forth through the 

court corridors, heading towards the

marked courtroom. 

And through him passed,

all strong and strange

voices of the being, voices of the

formidable, voices of the meek. 

His suppositions crossed his mind,

resolute was he. 

Voices of the interminable generations

of suppressed, voices of the troubled. 

Voices of cycles of preparations and

accretions, voices of strength 

and ability. 

He keeps his calm and stays strong,

with evidences concrete. 

Henceforth,the counsel arrives earliest,

to get accustomed for his first

appearance, with a firm stance. 

Gradually moved the courtstaff in,

stacking heaps of files. 

The counsel expeditious,

but his breath becomes heavy. 

Throat is parched, but he

is firm, contemplates the

titans in the fraternity. 

Cracks in a voice, that startles him “All

rise, the court is in session.”

“Hail Almighty!” The counsel ponders,

“This is the signal to begin.” 

And imperatively the counsel begins,

stating the required facts,

well devisedly proceeds ahead. 

But the judge is scrupulous. 

He articulated well,

said he, “Mr counsel is not aware.”

Though, the counsel endeavoured,

his latest citations were absent. 

The court dismissed,

counsel's conscience said, “Advocacy

is not about being disheartened 

and dismayed.”

Lessons were learnt, 

and practiced well.

An advocate's life, is not unobstructed. 

The courtrooms have transcended,

transient judges and advocates. 

He who conquers above all- success

and failure,

is applauded and remembered. 

(Ankita Sabharwal, ALS Centre II and
Tanvi Nigam, ALS, Centre II were

awarded the first and third prize
respectively at the annual Poetika

competition organised by AICC)
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POEMS

Just because she was a girl...

First appearance

1. I am a God, a planet and a measure

of heat. Who am I?

2. What goes around the world and

stays in a corner?

3. What is the beginning of eternity,

and the end of time.

4. I pass before the sun, yet make no

shadow. What am I?

5. If you drop a yellow hat in the Red

Sea, what does it become?

6. If you have it, you want to share it.

If you share it, you don’t have it.

What is it?

Riddle 
Fiddle

Answers: 1. Mercury 2. Stamp 3.

Letter E 4. Wind 5. Wet 6. Secret


